
Asset Protections in 
Your Whole Life Policy

We live in one of the most litigious times in history. That means that your personal, business, and family assets are at more risk of 
lawsuit, judgment, and seizure than ever before. Storing foundational wealth in vehicles and strategies that offer the most 
protection possible is a key component of the Perpetual Wealth Strategy™. While there is no such thing as absolute asset 

protection, the very nature of your whole life policy provides barriers to four major financial risks and liabilities, keeping as much 
power as possible in your hands.
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**Paradigm Life does not give tax or legal advice and nothing contained in this document is intended to constitute tax or legal advice. The recipient hereof should consult with 
tax and legal advisors prior to implementing this information. Asset protection benefits vary by state.

Judgments
In most states, the cash value in your 
life policy is protected from 
garnishments and seizure that might 
otherwise be incurred from legal 
judgments. These assets remain 
available to you and are still passed 

onto beneficiaries after your death.

Asset 
Searches

Your whole life policy was issued by a 
private mutual insurance company. Any 
cash value, death benefit, or policy loan 
is a private transaction between you 
and that company. Because of this 
private structure, your life policy is 
shielded from many of the common 
risks bank and investment accounts are 

naturally exposed to.

Creditors
Due to their inherent privacy, life 
insurance assets often remain 
invisible to creditors. Rather than 
being seized as a collection 
measure on defaulted loans, the 
cash value in your life policy can 
actually be leveraged to repay 

any creditors you owe.

Lawsuits
Insurance assets are protected 
against bankruptcy and lawsuits in 
many states. They are separate 
from corporate and business 
assets, and in most cases, can’t be 
touched by outside parties, even in 
the event of a damaging lawsuit.
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